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Full acquittal in Yale rape case;
Title IX investigation would have
never revealed Yale misconduct
By GREG PIPER - ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Are campus police ‘a de facto arm of the campus bureaucracy’?
Saifullah Khan predicted four months ago he would beat his prosecution on rape charges.
The ex-Yale University student was right – but he’d probably have a different verdict if his
accuser had chosen a Title IX proceeding instead of one where Khan could have gone to
prison.
The Yale Daily News reports that it took less than four hours for six jurors to acquit Khan
Wednesday on all four counts – “sexual assault in the first, second, third or fourth degrees.”
The contrasting narratives between Khan and his still-unnamed accuser are by now
familiar in campus sexual-assault cases.
It was Halloween 2015, and they were acquaintances having dinner together. She said
she was too drunk to consent, fell asleep clothed on her bed, woke up with him on top of
her and saw used condoms on the floor, and finally woke up naked in the morning. She
couldn’t remember some details, which the prosecution said proved she was telling the
truth (nope).
Khan said she invited him to her room and removed her own clothes. He was shocked the
next morning – he slept on her couch – when she treated him angrily.
She sought help from the Yale Sexual Harassment and Assault Response & Education
center, which then got campus police involved. This decision proved fateful. (The center
said it only loops in police with the consent of an accuser or when someone else’s safety is
at “imminent risk.” Yale refuses to say whether administrators ever investigated.)

‘(Muslim) violence accepted’
The first attempt to prosecute Khan in October collapsed in a mistrial because Yale police
“had not given the defense notes from interviews it conducted with witnesses,” according
to the News.
The extent of that failure was alleged in a defense filing a month ago:
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Moments prior to the commencement of evidence [in October], the
state notified defense counsel that the Yale Police Department had
just discovered what amounted to 40 to 50 pages of notes which were
disclosed to the defense shortly thereafter. … Having fully reviewed the
notes and the circumstances of their disclosure, they raise the further
questions about evidence that existed and may have been withheld, lost,
or destroyed by the Yale Police Department, faculty, or administrators.
Khan’s lawyers asked for a “Morales hearing,” based on a 1995 Connecticut Supreme Court
ruling in a sexual-assault case that requires trial courts to “assess the materiality of the
unpreserved evidence and the degree of prejudice to the accused” when deciding how to
handle claimed violations of due process.
The filing said Yale’s behavior in the Khan investigation raises the question “whether the
Yale Police Department operates in accordance with constitutional duties incumbent
on all law enforcement or whether it is a de facto arm of the campus bureaucracy and,
vicariously, politics?”
Recent revelations indicate that Yale Administrators operated as a
secondary engine of law enforcement investigation. Moreover, late
disclosed discovery has revealed a police force unbounded by hard
wrought constitutional rules and instead beholden to political fashions
and the oscillating views of the [Department of Education’s Office for Civil
Rights].
As summarized by Brooklyn College Prof. KC Johnson, co-author of The Campus Rape
Frenzy and veteran chronicler of campus rape litigation, the defense accused Yale PD of
ethnic and religious profiling against its Afghanistan-born client (deportation was likely),
withholding evidence and “dubious behavior” by Title IX officials.
Among specific accusations: an hourslong “pre-interview” with the accuser by Yale PD;
an assistant chief talking to someone in Yale’s office of general counsel before or during
witness interviews; possible disclosure of Khan’s private student information, protected by
federal law, to Yale PD; yet another police interview with the accuser where she disclosed
“the fact and content of Title IX proceedings”; a presumably private (“ex parte”) meeting
between the accuser and chair of Yale’s sexual-misconduct panel; and an unknown witness
who cast doubt on the accuser’s level of intoxication, never disclosed to the defense.
Oh, and police notes that identify Khan as “from Afghan. (Muslim) violence
accepted” and say his parents are in Afghanistan.
The filing says these last-minute divulged facts put their investigation on a path to similar
“collateral due process violations” in another case – that of expelled Yale basketball team
captain Jack Montague – that was “near contemporaneous” with the investigation of Khan.
It notes Yale recently sought to unmask who was paying Montague’s legal bills as his lawsuit
against Yale continues: “It is difficult to imagine a reason to uncover such information
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other than to publicly shame donors and thereby … further undermine the due process
interests of accused students.”
These situations show that Yale “embarked upon a secretive Jacobin-style crusade in which
complainants were pressured to come forward, procedural due process was ignored, and
exculpatory evidence was casually and conveniently misplaced” – and Yale police worked
with the sexual-misconduct panel and Title IX offices to bring their work “within the ambit
of state action.”
Prof. Johnson noted Khan had a very different future depending on who was overseeing
his case – Yale or the criminal justice system.
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